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Charlie took a helicopter and arrived at a wasteland about 50 kilometers away from Hunter (Hamid)
base.

At this time, two government helicopters were parked here, as well as a dozen armed personnel
composed of government troops and Wanlongdian soldiers.

Under the guidance of the opponent’s soldiers, the helicopter Charlie was riding in slowly landed on a
clearing in front of the opponent’s two helicopters.

As the plane stopped, Charlie, wearing a mask, opened the door and jumped off.

At this time, a Syrian soldier on the other side came forward and spoke a language that Charlie could
not understand. Charlie waved his hand and said, “Please communicate in Chinese or English!”

An officer of the government army stepped forward and said in unskilled Chinese: “My Chinese… is
relatively poor…”

At this time, one of the several soldiers in the Wanlong Palace stepped forward with a look of surprise,
and asked Charlie in Chinese: “Are you Chinese?”

This person is the personal guard next to Chen , named shivam.

shivam is two years younger than Chen . Both of them are Chinese immigrants to Africa. Both parents
were entrepreneurial partners at the time. However, in the early years of turmoil in Africa, the
companies that their parents worked so hard to set up were robbed and robbed by mobs. Both parents
In order to protect his life’s hard work, all died at the hands of thugs.

Before their parents died, they pushed their teenages into the river. The two of them carried a piece
of driftwood and were washed down nearly a hundred kilometers downstream.

This was considered to have survived.

The two who survived depended on each other.

They were beggars, stolen things, and even worked together for black-hearted bosses. Later, in order
to survive, they went to Colombia to join the guerrillas.

At that time, Colombia was in turmoil. Although various guerrillas claimed to be fighting social
injustice, many of them were actually bandit organizations that took the mountain as the king.

The young two had been in the guerrillas for many years, and they had acquired an extraordinary
combat experience.

Later, when they met Abbas, they joined the Wanlong Palace together.



However, shivam’s strength is much inferior to Chen ‘s. With Chen ‘s steady progress in the Wanlong
Palace, shivam seems a bit unable to keep up. However, because of the brotherhood of Chen and his
life and death, he was brought by his side and tried his best. In this way, he won the title of a three-star
warrior.

It can be said that shivam is the worst three-star warrior in the Wanlong Palace.

However, since he is Chen ‘s personal bodyguard and does not directly lead soldiers to fight, everyone
has not been too pursued.

At this time, Charlie looked at shivam, who was about the same age as him and had an East Asian face,
and asked faintly: “Are you also Chinese?”

“African Chinese.” shivam replied and asked Charlie somewhat surprised: “Why haven’t I heard that
there are Chinese in Hunter (Hamid)’s arms? You are a Chinese, why are you going to mess with Hunter
(Hamid)? “

In the perception of everyone in the Wanlong Temple, Hunter (Hamid) is a local rebel army, and they
have their own beliefs, so his team must be all Syrians.

But what shivam didn’t expect was that Hunter (Hamid) sent a Chinese as a representative for peace
talks.

Charlie saw the other party with a surprised look, and said indifferently: “You can have members from
all over the world in the Wanlong Palace. Why can’t you have me as a Chinese in Commander Hunter
(Hamid)’s arms?”

shivam was stunned for a moment. He didn’t expect that the guy in front of him would dare to
compare with the members of the Wanlong Temple, and he couldn’t help feeling a little angry.

Immediately, he said arrogantly: “Our Wanlong Temple is a mercenary organization that gathers the
world’s top mercenaries, and many of them are soldiers who have served in the special forces of their
country.
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